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CODE: 589.685-038 Buy the DOT:Download 
TITLE(s): DRY CLEANER (knitting) 

Tends cleaning machine and drier that clean and dry knitted garments: Examines garment
for soil and determines type of soil. Lays garment on cleaning board with spotted surface
exposed. Applies soap solvent to spot with brush and removes excess soap with towel.
Opens valve to admit cleaning fluid to tank of washing machine. Lays spotted garment in
machine and starts machine. Stops machine after specified time, and removes and places
garment in drier. Removes garment from drier and hangs garment on hook in clothes room.
Turns fan on in clothes room to drive cleaning fluid fumes from clothes. Removes garment
from clothes room. 
GOE: 06.04.16 STRENGTH: L GED: R2 M1 L1 SVP: 2 DLU: 77 
ONET CROSSWALK: 92726 Laundry and Drycleaning Machine Operators and Tenders, Except
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